Greetings to all our Satanic People and Comrades.

Many people do not understand the importance of our undertaking. Importance does not necessarily mean a rigid sense of duty, sacrificing all joy or whatever else hollywood may have had people to believe. It can actually be quite fun, and dutiful at the same time, same as tiring and many other things. "Purposes" are not written in just some stone in the heavens. Purposes are manifested by conscious action. Importance can be upheld and honored by at least doing a minor decision a day to honor this importance you have understood for example.

Reading quite a number of charts lately, I have come to notice many repeating patterns, mainly for the good. This post is to relate to you some of what I have seen, but also, make up your mind on the fact that I will update people as we go.

Satanists more or less being serious and following the path, will be treated accordingly by the Gods. Most relationships with decent beings, unless they are scumbags, are such a give and take situation. The more serious they are taken (not only in verbal expression but in action and advancement, loyalty to them) the more serious the Gods will take them in return. So, everything I am about to state, falls under this category and rule. If someone just neglects everything and always gets too carried away by a meaningless and fruitless existence, fruits cannot be expected.

The emphasis on one's intellectual, physical and spiritual advancement is not focused upon by the JoS as some sort of joke or 'could be or couldn't be important' thing. It's the hard reality of Satanism. Especially at a point in time and space where outside in this world, many humans are brain-dead, walking zombies.

The more one gets into Spiritual Satanism, the more one sees and does understand an unveiling purpose. Now, how much will one understand falls on many factors. One is one's receptivity, how much one is willing to look into matters, and how serious one is about their beliefs and their advancement. This doesn't force anyone to go outside of their waters and push things more than what is good, but people who are sleeping and waiting to wake up kings will be severely disappointed.
Astrology, except of a demanding science is actually one that if solely done 'by the book' and no spiritual insight on the behalf of the astrologer, reveals few things if at all. Lydia and other astrologers more or less know it. Though even at that menial and simple level, astrology is very revealing of the fatalities of fate, and shows blatantly that yes, karma exists whether humanity "likes it" or not. Any such Karma can be surpassed only by the means the Gods have handed down to us, and awareness of it.

For those who think these things are jokes, try to play a fast one, and always think themselves so highly intelligent and above everything...This still can be tracked into the Natal chart, in a funny note. Conversating back and forth with another astrologer in the groups, I was making a joke about how many people who do not 'believe' into the occult, you can find it in their natal chart anyway. This is the case for many other things.

Now in our people whose charts I have done, I have seen wonderful parents, people of ethic, a LOT of creativity, and many other things. One thing that needs to be mentioned is that no matter the age of the people, most have very strong aspects for idealism, and aspects that show a nonselfish character that is really interested for the wellbeing of Humanity. Many people also have bad planets where organized religion is involved, while at the same time aspects that involve a high idealization of religion.

In short, this can be self-revealing that many souls here aren't on their first lifetime, and more than likely have serious grudges that go lifetimes back with the Jewish programs of Pissslam and Xianity. We have idealistic people who really care for the world, and absence of the so called 'very evil selfish' aspects is also quite apparent. In people who have such (few) there are other aspects to balance these. What I am trying to say, is that nothing of these things is a 'coincidence' for people who can read between the lines.

I have seen charts of people who are many years 'older' than many people here. In these charts you can observe their longing, and how due to not having a gate to express themselves and find the Truth, people might have remained for years ignorant as a result. This is the enemy, and as Satanists, it's our spiritual and moral obligation to keep Spiritual Satanism alive, pass it down to our children and grandchildren (without violence or proselytism - just enlightenment) so that souls will no longer be lost again. There is nothing more evil than robbing people of their potential to advance and become better. This stagnates the Soul and causes the spirit to have problems.

Thankfully, now we have the JoS and I myself have been saved from the same as tens of thousands of others. The difference between most people, if we
remove most other things, is how SERIOUSLY people take this undertaking. I see that I deal with people who have high moral expectations, and people who are people of dignity. So much of the "Satanist Soul" and how "Evil and Gruesome" it is. So many of you people are healers and people who will heal the world, even if it means in the smallest gesture. I have always had unwavering belief in everyone. On the other hand, we have people who are extremely intense and can be spiritually or otherwise brutal and violent, something that rats who want to trap humanity in the cage might want to consider.

You will be with yourself ETERNALLY and so long you exist. It's an unwise investment to let your dreams go, not advance spiritually, not fight the enemy. Humans are to exist in that dimension, and if you don't advance now, you will pay the price.

All people have a Pluto. Pluto was known in the past, but later on Pluto had to be rediscovered. Pluto moves so slowly, as it can take hundreds of years for it to make a full turn around a natal chart. This means that for example, if we take the average lifetime of a person, they will experience Pluto in maybe one-third of their chart. Pluto causes massive changes, most of the time coming as unavoidable results of past life actions. Karma is not some heavenly crap. It's a rule of what you reap, you will sow. You also sow for the things you deserve NOT to sow. This is again a choice.

You make choices all the time, even when you don't- and these choices have influence. The enemy hides that from people as they like to maintain low level, weak cattle, easy for control, and unaware of potential. Even your small choice to meditate today or not, actually forms your day tomorrow. The day tomorrow, the day after. The day after the day after tomorrow, the week. The weeks form your habits, and your habits form you. Good habits will create a new you, bad habits will create you into trash and invite weakness. If you are above 13 years old, you can understand it, and even younger. This is why in Satanism we value animals and children, because neither understand these concepts, and they are under the protection of those who do. Depending on the maturation of individuals, the times vary, but this is just an example of course. But when one grows up, one has to be conditioned in this understanding, and as their ability allows, start getting life in their hands. Assistance, guidance and help always available of course. Karma (good or bad) may be carried from one lifetime to another and manifest in different ways.

Even if someone has it great and perfect in this lifetime, due to being unspiritual and weight of negativity and external circumstance pushing on their Soul, the next lifetime may suffer. The Soul does not comprehend time in a linear, left brained standby. It has its own rules. No matter where you are, you need to
procure for yourself. Are you high up and amazing now? Excellent, make it EVEN BETTER. Are you one step before destruction? "Excellent" - Make it ALWAYS BETTER.

When one does not know about spirituality, which is a fundamental part of existence and life that was forcibly removed, one can fall prey to savages and fools. There are a few people amongst us here who are higher up, VIP Souls that will make great achievements in their lifetime. However, since these are energies that are set and the Soul understands a particular language, it's effort that's needed on your behalf. One doesn't need to be anyone else, just be you.

You will be amazed and stunned on how a couple of years of meditation and adherence, and taking care of yourself and fighting can get you. Nothing else in life will pay you that way. Shortly one realizes that one's past 'existence' was just a menial and very low-level task, no matter where one was. It is literally NEVER, EVER too late. Additionally, Satan and the Gods would never let a dedicated Satanist and their Soul just wither or get lost, which is the unfortunate case of so many others. Don't sleep on that however. This is to just show you that you can do things on yourself.

There is a bright future ahead of us. Both in the closeby future, and far ahead. For that reason, everyone needs to start getting themselves up and understand and realize how lucky you are, out of all these people, to have the knowledge we have here, the Gods as a family, and the abilities of development that other beings will more than likely never have. Other people will fall in pits from which one can NEVER recover- you, even in the lowest of pits, you have help if only so you decide to get out of there. Let alone if you are careful and apply wisdom, never fall into the pit of ignorance again. From a historical standpoint, what we do here, and the responsibility all of us how their own terms carry are a big one.

We are heralds of a new revolution, against a lot of rot on this planet. A lot of things must change, and a lot of things will. However, for this to happen, this change has not only to be expected to rain from the heavens, but people to actually do it. There is infinite potentiality. If a collective of crazy yids can actually manifest their world-slave-empire, so should the Children of Satan strive for higher and more divine purposes. Especially these dupe programs of pseudomoral and (((Religious))) enslavement have to be destroyed. This is in accordance to a higher will of liberation for Humanity overall. Most of HOW this will happen also goes through each and every one of you. If you don't yourself get that in YOURSELF, then how can you be a conduit for this, let alone profit and elevate from it? Nobody else can provide what we provide.
The Future is in our hands and as proven by our RTR's and our glorious achievements, we have a great future ahead of us. Your individual future must also come into your hands, gradually and steadily. The first step in this is by gaining control of your existence as a being within and then slowly without. Individually and whatnot, Satanists are going to play of the most major roles in the changes that are to come.

Here's the door to greatness. Now, are you going to open and walk towards going ever-higher?
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